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\textbf{ABSTRACT} In the last few years, chatbots have become mainstream solutions adopted in a variety of domains for automatizing communication at scale. In the same period, knowledge graphs have attracted significant attention from business and academia as robust and scalable representations of information. In the scientific and academic research domain, they are increasingly used to illustrate the relevant actors (e.g., researchers, institutions), documents (e.g., articles, patents), entities (e.g., concepts, innovations), and other related information. Following the same direction, this paper describes how to integrate conversational agents with knowledge graphs focused on the scholarly domain, a.k.a. Scientific Knowledge Graphs. On top of the proposed architecture, we developed AIDA-Bot, a simple chatbot that leverages a large-scale knowledge graph of scholarly data. AIDA-Bot can answer natural language questions about scientific articles, research concepts, researchers, institutions, and research venues. We have developed four prototypes of AIDA-Bot on Alexa products, web browsers, Telegram clients, and humanoid robots. We performed a user study evaluation with 15 domain experts showing a high level of interest and engagement with the proposed agent.
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\section{INTRODUCTION}
In the last few years, chatbots have become mainstream solutions adopted in a variety of domains for automatizing communication at scale. They have become an important tool for supporting users in answering their questions and performing a number of tasks among which customer care \cite{1, 2}, ordering items \cite{3}, booking tickets \cite{4}, giving driving directions \cite{5}, and so on. Generally, they adopt techniques such as natural language understanding and generation to interpret the user’s question, building an equivalent query to a knowledge base and returning information to the users according to the results of the generated query \cite{6}.

The recent evolution of artificial intelligence (i.e., neural networks) has led to the development of more advanced conversational agents which provide more effective dialogues, flexibility, and interactions with the users\textsuperscript{1} \cite{7}. Besides, with the widespread usage of smart sensors connected to the Internet and apps, conversational agents acquired new sources where to take contextual information and operate. This has pushed users to use them for daily tasks such as turning on home devices, managing calendars, etc.

Examples of advanced AI-driven virtual assistants with the aforementioned features are Apple Siri\textsuperscript{2}, Google Now\textsuperscript{3}, Microsoft Cortana\textsuperscript{4}, Amazon Alexa\textsuperscript{5}, Wit.ai\textsuperscript{6}, and Snips.ai\textsuperscript{7}.

\textsuperscript{2}https://www.apple.com/siri/
\textsuperscript{3}https://assistant.google.com/
\textsuperscript{4}https://www.microsoft.com/en-in/windows/cortana
\textsuperscript{5}https://developer.amazon.com/alexa
\textsuperscript{6}https://wit.ai/
\textsuperscript{7}https://snips.ai/
Conversational agents are being employed in many different domains. For example, in the e-learning field, they provide novel and smart communicative capabilities, hence improving teaching activities: they were able to give motivation and engagement to the students so that they could increase their learning by gaining meta-cognitive skills [8].

Within public administrations, conversational agents have been employed for different tasks. For example, a recent Italian platform for job postings offers a chatbot providing job recommendations based on the users’ skills [9]. Another work shows a chatbot framework designed to answer questions related to services offered by a public administration [10]. In such a case, some of the challenges were related to the big set of services proposed by the public administration, their intricacy, the domain (public administration), how the users formulated their questions, and the differences between the language used by technical persons (e.g., lawyers, bureaucrats) and by lay people. Van Noordt et al. [11] gave an exploratory insight of three different chatbots employed within the public administrations of Vienna, Latvia, and Bonn. They assessed that the employment of chatbot technology in public administrations is correlated with minor organisational changes.

Within the health domain, there is great attention towards recent discoveries within AI technologies with the goal to automatize services in health centers such as nursing homes and hospitals [2]. The work described by Callejas and Griol [12] illustrates some of the applications of conversational interfaces concerning the mental health sphere. Furthermore, the survey published by Montenegro et al. [13] investigates approximately 4,145 articles related to conversational agents in health published from 2009 to 2019. Even within the aerospace domain, conversational agents have been proposed to offer quick and concise answers to complex situations. For example, Liu et al. [14] mixed a task-oriented dialogue system with a conversational agent and an interactive question-answering component: the objective was to assess the benefit of smart search and conversational search for cockpit documentation.

Recently, we have witnessed an increasing diffusion and employment of Knowledge Graphs (KGs), which are becoming a standard solution for representing complex interconnected data. KGs aggregate and integrate information from the real world by using an ontology. In particular, it represents the information by means of a graph whose nodes are entities whereas edges represent their relationships [15]. This formal and structured representation allows automatic programs to better interpret users’ questions.

In this context, the new challenge is to design chatbot architectures able to access and operate together with KGs and extend the range of queries that users are allowed to express in order to identify and return the information they might be interested in. For example, Bockhorst et al. [16] present an approach to developing task-oriented conversational interfaces that construct a system of grammatical to correctly infer parses from natural language. The system grammar is built by leveraging the structured types and entities of an underlying KG complemented by a machine learning-driven restructuring procedure. Developing a new generation of chatbots able to capitalize on knowledge graphs is thus the natural but challenging step forward.

KGs are increasingly used also for representing the scholarly domain. These KGs typically represent the relevant actors (such as institutions and researchers), scientific reports (such as patents, and research articles), entities (such as concepts, technologies, and tasks to solve), as well as additional information (such as funded projects, acknowledgments) in a structured organization. Nowadays, in the literature, we can find many large-scale KGs within the scholarly domain such as OpenCitations [17], Scopus, Semantic Scholar, Aminer, CORE, ORKG, OpenAlex, and others. Given the amount of data and analytics that can be inferred and analyzed out of such a large amount of information represented by scholarly data, conversational agents could be leveraged to interact with the users and provide the information that is being analyzed. In fact, a smart conversational agent would be extremely useful in this domain, both for supporting the day-to-day job of scientific researchers and for allowing other users to obtain factual information about the scientific landscape and recent research outcomes. However, while there is an abundance of literature about conversational agents in education [19], to the best of our knowledge, works on conversational agents for supporting academic and scientific research are not present within the scientific literature.

This means that, although conversational agents have proved to be very effective for interacting with users (especially with the latest ChatGPT language models), their responses in specific domains, such as scientific research, often includes misleading or not factual statements. For instance, if we ask the well-known ChatGPT to “List the top ten papers about blockchain sorted by citations”, it will return a mix of both real and completely fictional articles, in which several titles and/or authors do not appear in any repository. The numbers of citations also appear to be incorrect. The fact that these systems can confidently suggest fake scientific information is very problematic. In other cases, the system will at least admit its ignorance and refuse to answer. For instance, if we ask ChatGPT the question “Count papers which were written by computer scientists from Princeton University”, it will return the following text, which is technically correct, although very generic, but does not provide the answer expected by the user:

\[
\text{It is not possible for me to accurately count the number of papers written by authors from}
\]

8 Scopus - https://www.scopus.com/
9 Semantic Scholar - https://www.semanticscholar.org/
10 https://core.ac.uk/
11 https://www.orkg.org/orkg/
12 OpenAlex - http://openalex.org
13 https://openai.com/blog/chatgpt/
Princeton University, as I do not have access to current information or browsing capabilities. Additionally, it would be difficult to determine which papers were written by authors from Princeton University, as there may be many papers with multiple authors from different institutions or with no institutional affiliation listed. It would also be challenging to determine which papers to include in the count, as there is a vast amount of research published in various fields and it is not clear what specific criteria should be used to determine which papers should be included.

We thus have to equip existing conversational agents with “knowledge plugins” so that they can produce accurate and verifiable answers in specific domains.

In order to address this crucial challenge, this paper presents a novel approach for integrating conversational agents with knowledge graphs and produces factual and relevant answers in a specific domain. On top of the proposed architecture, we developed AIDA-Bot, a chatbot focused on the scholarly domain. AIDA-Bot capitalizes on a large-scale knowledge graph of scholarly data for answering natural language questions on research papers, concepts, authors, institutions, and scientific conferences. Specifically, it utilizes the Academia/Industry DynAmics (AIDA) Knowledge Graph14(20), which contains over 21 million scientific papers annotated using the research topics of the Computer Science Ontology (CSO)15(21). For example, AIDA-Bot is able to answer the two queries discussed above by respectively producing 1) an accurate list of the top ten articles regarding blockchain and 2) the number of articles written by computer scientists from Princeton University (e.g., “I found 14,806 papers from authors affiliated to Princeton University.”).

To prove the versatility of the proposed architecture, we developed four prototypes of AIDA-Bot. One of them runs on Alexa devices and is implemented via the Amazon Alexa Skill Kit. The second one is a lightweight web application that can be run on browsers and uses widespread web technologies (JQuery, Javascript, Web SpeechAPI). The third chatbot is implemented in Python and runs on Telegram. The fourth one uses the Choregraphe suite and relies on a NAO humanoid robot that can interact verbally and physically with the user for more advanced human-robot interaction. We discuss these implementations and share the codebase in order to allow researchers and developers to easily reuse our architecture.

Finally, we report the results we have obtained from a user study involving 15 domain experts. The user study had two main purposes. First, we wanted to examine for the first time the interaction between researchers and a conversational agent able to respond to questions within the scholarly domain and assess the perceived utility of this solution. Second, we intended to evaluate the specific implementation of AIDA-Bot to derive useful feedback for future developments.

This paper is built on top of a 4-page poster paper presented at the International Semantic Web Conference [22]. The differences between the proposed paper and the poster paper, which also correspond to the innovations we bring in this manuscript, are highlighted in the following:

- an extended version of the architecture (i.e., the chatbot engine and the corresponding data server module have been greatly improved);
- we define a number of questions that can be asked using different English grammar (and not just using one single form as in [22]) and answered using knowledge graphs within the scholarly domain;
- we describe in detail and share the codebase of four implementations of AIDA-Bot for browsers, Alexa devices, Telegram clients, and humanoid robots;
- we introduce one new query type: compare, allowing to list similarities and differences of two instances, such as researchers or organizations;
- a comprehensive literature review, which was not included in the poster paper;
- we assess the user experience and usability (not present in [22]) of AIDA-Bot through a user study involving 15 computer scientists.

The remainder of this manuscript is structured as follows. In Section II, we report previous related work on conversational agents and scholarly knowledge graphs. Section III introduces the architecture of the chatbot. Section IV describes and justifies the four kinds of queries (i.e., count, list, describe, and compare) that our conversational agent implements. Section V discusses the main interaction scenarios between the user and the chatbot. Section VI describes the four user entities we have developed. Section VII delineates the outcome of the qualitative evaluation involving 15 domain experts. Section VIII explains how to extend the conversational agent with new question types.

Finally, Section IX reports final remarks and future research directions where we are headed.

II. RELATED WORK

In the following, we will discuss the state of the art regarding the two main topics of this paper: conversational agents and scholarly knowledge graphs.

A. CONVERSATIONAL AGENTS

Chatbot technology has always been attractive to researchers, starting in 1966 when Joseph Weizen-Baum developed ELIZA.16 Early technologies, such as ELIZA, used keyword matching and context identification to chat with users
but were unable to carry on long conversations. ALICE\(^\text{17}\) (Artificial Linguistic Internet Computer Entity) is another well-known historical chatbot winning the Loebner Prize award on three occasions (2000, 2001, and 2004). This chatbot is based on the Artificial Intelligence Mark-up Language (AIML),\(^\text{18}\) which is a lightweight and highly configurable language and still supports many of today’s chatbots [23].

Practitioners keep developing and studying new features to improve the functionalities of the existing methods, and at times they have introduced new architectures. These new developments leverage ontologies and context, i.e., details about both current and previous conversations [24].

Chatbots can be categorized according to a set of characteristics: i) knowledge domain, ii) type of interaction, iii) usage, and iv) design techniques [25]. The last describes the design philosophy behind a chatbot and how different categories of chatbots deal with the conversation in a given context.

When considering their objectives, chatbots may be categorized into two main classes: task-oriented [26] and non-task-oriented [7]. Task-oriented chatbots are tailored to specific scenarios like booking a hotel, flight, or accommodation, ordering goods, planning events, or helping users in accessing a given information [27]. They are designed to support users in achieving a specific goal in a circumscribed domain, but they lack general knowledge. On the other hand, non-task-oriented chatbots are mainly purposed for lengthy conversations, work in the open domain, and are built for imitating the characteristics of human-human unstructured conversation [28].

We can further distinguish chatbots depending on their interaction mode (text-based vs. voice-based). Text-based chatbots interact through text messages. They aim to quickly identify users’ needs and provide them with instant solutions. They are typically used by businesses to handle the interaction with customers [29]. One advantage they have is their flexibility to be integrated with social media, messaging apps, and so on. Conversely, voice-based chatbots [30], [31] are able to recognize human speech and respond with synthesized speech. Some examples are personal assistants, such as Amazon Alexa, Google Assistant, Siri from Apple, and Cortana from Microsoft. These are often used for task-oriented applications, such as searching for information on the Internet, making calls, sending text messages, playing multimedia content, interacting with IoT devices, and telling jokes [32].

It is also possible to characterize chatbots according to their engine (rule-based vs AI-based). Rule-based chatbots [33] use a tree-like flow to help users with their questions. This means that they guide the user with follow-up questions to eventually get the correct response. The structures and answers are typically predefined. Other chatbots employ AI and natural language processing techniques [34], that, unlike rule-based chatbots, do not use keywords, patterns, or rules to determine the user’s intent, but try to infer it directly from the text.

Sometimes, chatbots are tailored to work in specific domains such as i) healthcare [35], ii) education [36], and iii) business [37]. Chatbots in healthcare support patients and their relatives by answering specific health-related questions on HIV/AIDS [38], child health [39], and mental health [40], to name a few [35]. For example, Divya et al. [41] developed a medical chatbot for self-diagnosing diseases, which provides also detailed descriptions of them. Additional chatbots in healthcare include MedChatbot [42] and Mandy [43]. The former is used to support medical students. The latter is used by healthcare workers to automate patient intake. Other chatbots collect information about people’s diet [44] or provide restaurants with a tool to collect allergy information based on users’ allergens [45]. Chatbots in education support the teaching of a variety of subjects, such as English [46], Medicine [42], and business process models [47]. Some chatbots are also able to answer university-related questions that are typically found in FAQs [48]. The reader is referred to [36] for a review of works on the use of chatbots in education. Finally, in the business domain, there are chatbots supporting companies in their daily tasks [37]. For example, chatbots were developed to support customer service for businesses and e-commerce [1], [3], helping to complete certain tasks [49], and improve user experience [3]. Works presented in a recent workshop [50] discussed innovative techniques to interact with chatbots, understand conversations, promote mental health and well-being, improve the coverage of clarification responses, assess chatbot applications in different domains, and measure how a chatbot can be supportive or engaging.

In the last few years, we saw the emergence of a variety of conversational agents and question-answering systems that build on semantic web technologies and knowledge graphs [51], [52], [53], [54], [55]. The main advantage of these solutions is their ability to integrate and formulate complex queries on heterogeneous data from multiple sources [56], including large-scale general knowledge bases such as Wikidata [57] and DBpedia [52]. They also support reasoning and link prediction techniques [58] for identifying and correcting errors as well as enriching the knowledge base with new facts [59]. This allows a conversational agent to act accordingly to a flexible representation of information that can easily get updated by seamlessly including new data, entity types, and semantic relations [60], [61]. For this reason, many high-profile conversational agents take now advantage of large-scale knowledge graphs, such as the Google Knowledge Graph and the Alexa Knowledge Graph.

Although, several other domains have been affected by the introduction of chatbots, to the best of our knowledge, we still lack chatbots able to target the scholarly knowledge domain, and support the several stakeholders in this space.

\(^{17}\)A.L.I.C.E. (Artificial Linguistic Internet Computer Entity) - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Artificial_Linguistic_Internet_Computer_Entity
\(^{18}\)http://www.aimlfoundation/
such as researchers, students, research policymakers, and companies. For instance, these solutions could support users in analysing trends in the literature, choosing a venue in which to disseminate their work, finding possible collaborators, identifying relevant articles, and so on. The architecture and the prototype presented in this paper aim at addressing this gap.

B. SCHOLARLY KNOWLEDGE GRAPHS

We have recently observed the increasing development of many large-scale knowledge graphs representing research papers and their related metadata. Some examples are Microsoft Academic Graph (MAG) [62], the OpenAIRE research graph [19] [63], OpenAlex [20], AMiner [64], Open Research Knowledge Graph (ORKG) [21] [65], the Artificial Intelligence Knowledge Graph (AI-KG) [22] [66], SciGraph [23], ScholarlyData [24], PID Graph [25] [67], and OpenCitations [26] [17].

MAG [62] is a heterogeneous scholarly knowledge dataset developed and maintained by Microsoft. It describes more than 548M entities including scientific publications, authors, topics, institutions, journals, and conferences, as well as all the relationships between them. It is the largest dataset of scholarly data freely available, and it includes over 260M publications [68]. Since January 2022, MAG has been replaced by OpenAlex. Dimensions is a dataset developed by Digital Science, that consists of 122M research publications from various disciplines, 140M patents, as well as data about grants, policy documents, and clinical trials [69]. The Academia/Industry DynAmics (AIDA) [70] is a knowledge graph built with the purpose, as the name suggests, of analyzing the dynamics between academia and industry. The current version integrates 25M research papers from MAG, and 8M patents from Dimensions, characterizing them according to the CSO topics [71], the types of affiliations (i.e. academic, industrial, or collaborative effort), and the industrial sectors of INDUSO [27]. Since Microsoft recently decommissioned MAG, AIDA is now switching to a combination of OpenAlex and DBLP, which offers comparable coverage.

Scopus is a scholarly dataset developed by Elsevier, consisting of more than 80M research papers. Public administrations and funding bodies consistently adopt it to calculate metrics of performance and impact. Although it is well-curated, according to Visser et al. [68] its paper coverage is not as comprehensive as MAG. The Semantic Scholar Open Research Corpus [28] [72] is a dataset of about 202M research papers powering the Semantic Scholar search engine and released by the Allen Institute for AI. DBLP [29] is a dataset of publications in Computer Science, which was initially developed by the University of Trier and now is managed by Schloss Dagstuhl. Currently, it includes metadata on 5.5M articles, 2.7M authors, 5.4K conferences, and 1.7K journals. The OpenCitations Corpus (OCC) [17] is a dataset of 69M bibliographic resources and 1.1B citation links. It is maintained by OpenCitations, an organization aiming at publishing bibliographic data and citations using semantic web technologies. The AMiner Graph [66] is a dataset with over 320M publications powering the AMiner system. AMiner is an academic search engine that mines the online profiles of researchers and structures them according to the metadata. The OpenAIRE dataset DOIBoost [30] [73] is another integration effort enhancing Crossref with information from Unpaywall, MAG, and ORCID [32] covering authors, organizations, and abstracts. The Open Academic Graph [33] is a scholarly dataset integrating MAG and AMiner. The present version (v.2.1) contains 183M papers from AMiner and 240M papers from MAG, with an intersection of 119M articles. Some knowledge graphs focus in particular on representing the content of research articles. For instance, the Artificial Intelligence Knowledge Graph (AI-KG) [66] offers 1.2M statements extracted from over 300K publications describing five types of entities (tasks, methods, metrics, materials, and others). The Open Research Knowledge Graph (ORKG) [65] includes a description of over 10K articles according to relevant topics, approaches, datasets, and evaluation methodologies.

We developed AIDA-Bot on top of the AIDA knowledge graph since it integrates several datasets (MAG, Dimensions, DBLP, CSO, and INDUSO) and offers a sophisticated representation of research areas [74]. It thus enables users to ask questions on a variety of entities, such as authors, topics, conferences, journals, countries, affiliations, and industrial sectors. However, as already mentioned, the current architecture is highly general, making it easy to switch to other knowledge graphs. It must however be remembered that the knowledge graph defines the kind of questions the bot can answer. For instance, since Semantic Scholar does not offer a good representation of conferences, a chatbot using this data source will not be able to answer questions on conferences.

III. THE CHATBOT ARCHITECTURE

In the following, we will introduce and discuss the general and flexible architecture for chatbots depicted in Figure 1. This solution takes as input the user’s question, interprets it,
and, if needed, asks for further clarification, then it translates the question to a query that can be run on the knowledge base and finally produces an answer based on the results of the query. It is structured into three parts: i) User Entity, ii) Chatbot Module, and iii) Data Module.

The User Entity is the module that controls the communication with the user either by voice or text. It is typically either an Instant Messaging technology (e.g., Telegram and Facebook Messenger), a browser (e.g., Google Chrome), a smart speaker (e.g., Amazon Echo), or a robot (e.g., NAO, Pepper).

The Chatbot Module takes care of clarifying the question by asking for missing information and generating the answer. It is composed of two main components: i) the Chatbot Engine and ii) the Language Logic module. The Chatbot Engine coordinates the communications between the User Entity and the Data Server and verifies that the user query is well-formed and contains all the information needed.

In Figure 2 we can see that the Chatbot Engine is structured according to a model based on a finite state automaton. At the beginning of each new session, the bot is in state 0 where it needs to check what intent (query) is contained in the user input. If the identified intent allows an immediate response (i.e., “hello”, “reset”, or “help”), then the bot directly performs the relative task. If the intent is more complex (i.e., “count”, “enumerate”), the bot manages the case in state C.3 by asking a clarification question to the user.

1) If one or more necessary input parameters are missing, the system asks them to the user in state C.0.
2) In state C.1, the system verifies the existence of an instance (i.e., an author, a topic, a conference) in the knowledge base, its correct classification, and the presence of homonyms.
3) If multiple candidates have been identified for an input instance (e.g., the topic ‘Neural Networks’ vs the topic ‘Feedforward Neural Network’ when looking for the token ‘neural’), the bot manages the case in state C.3 by asking a clarification question to the user.
4) If a case of homonymy has been identified (e.g., two authors with the same name), the system manages the case in state C.4 by asking for further information from the user.
5) In state C.2, the bot produces the response and then returns to state 0 for a new session.

The Language Logic processes the output of the Data Server for a given query and produces a well-formed answer in natural language. In particular, the Language Logic module takes care of analyzing the user input and assigning it to one of the query types through a decision tree, based on the presence of some key tokens (e.g., “count”, “enumerate”, “how many”) or their most common synonyms. The key tokens are then stripped from the input and the remaining groups of words are searched in the knowledge graph to identify possible instances (author, topic, organization, etc.). Therefore, the module takes the user input and returns the type of query (if possible) and the potential instances and their types found in the knowledge graph. The Language Logic module also takes care of building the response in natural language starting from the data obtained from the knowledge graph. To do this, we created a dictionary containing, for each type of query, all the possible combinations of data types. For each combination, it returns the most suitable verbs, prepositions, and articles for constructing the answer in natural language.

Finally, the Data Module interprets the user’s question and provides an interface to query the knowledge base. Within the Data Module we have the Web Server with a Parser and a Query dictionary, and the Data Server with the Knowledge Base. The Web Server handles the communication between all components. The Parser analyses the user statement identifying the elements needed to recognize the type of the query so that it can be formally generated using the Query dictionary. In addition, the Parser communicates with the Knowledge Base to check the entities retrieved from the text (e.g., artificial intelligence, Massachusetts Institute of Technology) and identifies their types (e.g., topic, journal).

In order to exemplify how this architecture works in a realistic scenario, we will use AIDA-Bot, the prototype we created that implements this architecture in the domain of scholarly data. AIDA-Bot relies on the Academic/Industry DynAmics Knowledge Graph (AIDA). AIDA incorporates information from DBpedia, the Computer Science Ontology, Microsoft Academic Graph, the Global Research Identifier Database, and Dimensions. It is freely available under CC-BY 4.0 as a dump and can be queried using SPARQL from the http://w3id.org/aida/sparql triplestore. AIDA describes the metadata about 21M publications in Computer Science. All the articles are also classified with the research concepts drawn from CSO. By leveraging AIDA, users can ask questions about six classes of entities (authors, topics, papers, conferences, citations, and institutions) and their instances (e.g., University of Maryland, ESWC, Machine Learning).

At the beginning of each session the chatbot welcomes the user and asks if they have any question.

The user can then ask a question through the User Entity. Voice-enabled interfaces will need to incorporate a speech-to-text service to convert voice messages into text. Next, the User Entity sends the question to the Chatbot Engine within the Chatbot Module, which in turn sends the message to the Parser to extract all the parameters from the question.

There are three kinds of parameters: instance, class, and query-building parameters. An instance is an entity described in the knowledge graph, such as “Machine Learning” or “University of Oxford”. In presence of ambiguity (e.g., ISWC is an acronym adopted by different conferences), the chatbot will prompt back to the user by asking to select one of...
the possibilities (e.g., *International Symposium on Wearable Computers, International Semantic Web Conference*). The class refers to the type of this instance, such as “Topic” or “Organization”. The system will try to automatically recognize each instance (e.g., Machine Learning) and assign them to the relevant class in the knowledge graph (e.g., Topic). If the system is unable to find a perfect match, it identifies the entity with the lowest Levenshtein distance from the input token, in order to correct potential spelling mistakes. For example, searching for “machine learned” will return the topic “machine learning”. The query-building parameters are the value that allows the chatbot to understand the specific user query. We consider three kinds of query-building parameters: *keywords*, which specify the kind of query (e.g., “list”, “describe”), *classes of the queried items*, which identify the type of items to be returned by the query (e.g., “Organizations”, “Papers”), and *orders*, which define the order of the returned entities (e.g., “by the number of citations”). The last one applies only to queries that return a list of items. Table 1 reports the query-building parameters used by AIDA-Bot.

As an example, the user’s request "count the number of papers from the University of Cagliari" will be parsed as in the following: “count” and “papers” are the query-building parameters (keyword and class of queried items, respectively), “University of Cagliari” is the instance, and “Organization” (implicitly detected by the system) is the class of the instance “University of Cagliari”. The chatbot will use these parameters to formulate a formal query to the knowledge graph for counting all the items of class “Paper” associated with the entity “University of Cagliari”, which is an “Organization”.

Users may ask incomplete questions, e.g., "count the number of papers". If this is the case, the Chatbot Engine gets back to the user and asks for the missing details. For instance, in the previous example, the chatbot is missing the name of the instance that identifies the context of the count query. Therefore, it uses a template to generate a message that asks for this specific information, e.g., "What is the name of the topic, conference, organization, or author whose papers I should count? You can say ‘all’ for the full list.

The user can then answer with the required information,
e.g., "Artificial Intelligence" if they want to request the number of articles in *Artificial Intelligence*. As soon as all the elements are available, the query is formed and sent from the Chatbot Engine to the Data Server. The latter executes the query on the Knowledge Graph and returns the output.

The Chatbot Engine employs the Language Logic module for producing a well-formed answer based on the query results and forwards it to the User Entity.

If the system fails to recognize the intent, the bot will engage the user with a guided procedure to identify the desired intent.

### A. SEARCHING THE KNOWLEDGE BASE

In this section, we will give further details on how to correctly identify the desired information in the knowledge base. An exact search returns the best results, but users do not always remember exactly the entity name to search and thus can make some syntactical mistakes (typos, misspellings, etc.). By using a fuzzy search we tackle such potential problems.

Any interrogation of the knowledge base to identify an entity starts with an exact search. The search is successful if it returns at least one entity and its associated type (class). If no entities are found, the system tries to perform approximate matches by using the Levenshtein distance.

The similarity score is calculated based on the Levenstein distance and the maximum length of the source and the target texts. Let $l$ be the maximum length of source and target texts and $d$ the Levenstein distance. The score $s$ will be: $s = (d - l)/l$.

As an example, let us assume that the user types "rdwf geaph" as input. The system creates a set of all possible search term variations within an experimentally determined edit distance. For the example above, it would create a list of 496 term variations using "2" as the maximum edit distance (e.g., "rdf geapq", "trdf geaph", "rdfy geaph", "rdfg eaph", " rdf graph" and so on). Then, for computational purposes, they are sorted in decreasing order of similarity score with the aim to get the first 50. The Knowledge Base then returns exact matches for each one of them.

This fuzzy search may produce a significant number of results. The system uses a multilevel threshold with a value higher than the one initially chosen for the search, experimentally determined to limit the number without excluding potentially valid results. If the similarity value of a single result is higher than the threshold value, the system returns it as a validated result. If the process produces multiple outcomes, the system will return a maximum of three options per class and ask the user to select the correct one. In our example, the system would return the term "rdf graph", found in the knowledge base as a topic and having a similarity score of 0.8 with the input sentence. If the number of results with a similarity score above the threshold is too high, the system returns a warning for the user, inviting him to be more specific.

### IV. THE USER QUERIES

The architecture presented in the previous section can support many kinds of user queries. In this section, we discuss in detail the four types of queries that we developed for AIDA-Bot: `count`, `list`, `describe`, and `compare`.

The engine automatically identifies several syntactic forms of the queries above. The user may even start a sentence with a query keyword such as `count` to enable the conversational agent that will interactively ask all the other needed parameters.

#### A. COUNT QUERY

The `count` query allows users to assess the number of elements of a class $C$ within a context identified by an instance $I$. As an example, "count papers on natural language generation" or "count authors in NeurIPS". The results can be sorted in 4 different ways: by the number of publications, by the number of citations, by the number of publications in the last 5 years, and by the number of citations in the last 5 years.

Figure 3 illustrates an example of the count query. We can see that the system first welcomes the user who is invited to perform a query. The user then asks: "count the papers on machine learning". In such an example, $C$ corresponds to "papers" and $I$ corresponds to "machine learning" (an instance of the *Topic* item). The system automatically identifies *Topic* by searching through all the data and identifying one only occurrence of the term "machine learning". Once the user confirms the query, the system replies with the number of papers in the database associated with the *Topic* "machine learning".

Then the system prompts again to the user to ask another query. The user says "count the papers". This request is not complete and the system asks for the $I$ term of the query which has not been provided. The user inputs "Giorgia" but this term is very general and is available (by performing an approximate match against the AIDA knowledge graph) as
different items of type \( I \). If the total number of potential candidates is less than ten, the system lists them all asking the user to choose among the listed ones. In our example, the term “Giorgia” is present four times: one is an institution and three are authors. The user specifies the first choice corresponding to an organization, and the system returns the results of the implicit query \( \langle \text{count the papers of the University of Georgia} \rangle \). In case the total number of candidates is higher than ten or there are three different types \( I \), the system asks the user to better specify their request instead of listing all the possible choices.

**B. LIST QUERY**

The list query allows users to retrieve the top \( N \) items of a certain class \( C \) according to a sorting \( O \) within a context specified by an instance \( I \). As before, the results can be sorted in 4 different ways: by the number of publications, by the number of citations, by the number of publications in the last 5 years, and by the number of citations in the last 5 years. Some examples include \( \langle \text{list the top 10 papers in Artificial Intelligence sorted by citations in the last five years} \rangle \) or \( \langle \text{list the top 5 authors in NeurIPS ordered by citations} \rangle \).

Figure 4 depicts an example of the list query. The first message always welcomes the user. Then, the user asks simply \( \langle \text{list 2} \rangle \), providing the number 2 for \( N \) without any other information and the system responds by asking the user to fill in the item of class \( C \). Please note that \( N \) is not mandatory; if not provided, the system assumes 3 as the default value. Also, users can insert the question as a whole, but for ease of understanding, we are breaking it down into different steps. Next, the user chooses \( \langle \text{papers} \rangle \), and the system then asks them to fill the element of class \( I \). The user inputs a conference acronym: \( \langle \text{iswc} \rangle \). The system automatically recognizes iswc as a conference, by searching through all the data in AIDA, but it finds two conferences with the same acronym. To this end, it needs to disambiguate such a case by performing the same operations described at the end of the paragraph related to the count query. In our example, as the number of retrieved elements is two and of the same class, the system lists them asking the user to choose one. Finally, the system asks the user to specify the order, by choosing one of the allowed sorting options. After the user confirms their query, the system replies with the list of the top 2 papers presented at the “International Semantic Web Conference” sorted by the number of citations in the last 5 years.

**C. DESCRIBE QUERY**

The describe query allows users to obtain the description of a certain instance \( I \) of class \( C \) (author, conference, or organization). It uses a different template for each class.

For example, \( \langle \text{describe Yoshua Bengio} \rangle \) will produce a description of the researcher Yoshua Bengio based on a number of metrics (e.g., h5-index, citations) including his areas of expertise and the conferences where he published the most. Similarly, \( \langle \text{describe NeurIPS} \rangle \) will return a description of the conference according to relevant bibliometrics and the lists of the most involved universities.
companies, and countries. The describe query is currently available only for organizations, conferences, and authors, but we are working on expanding it to the other classes.

Figure 5 illustrates an example of the describe query. After the usual welcoming message of the system, the user asks \texttt{\textasciitilde{describe EKAW}}. The system recognizes the acronym of the conference and requests confirmation from the user. After the user’s confirmation, the system replies with the information about the conference. Then the system prompts again to the user to ask another query. The user says \texttt{\textasciitilde{describe}} and the system asks for the name of an author or a conference. The user writes \texttt{\textasciitilde{Bizer}} and the system finds Christian Bizer as the only author present in the database with the requested last name and asks for confirmation from the user. After the user’s acknowledgment, the system returns the information of the describe query for the requested author.

D. COMPARE QUERY
The compare query allows users to ask for a comparison of two instances \(I_1\) and \(I_2\) of class \(C\) (author, conference, or organization). For the sake of consistency, it is only possible to compare instances of the same type; if not so, the user is prompted by the chatbot.

When comparing two researchers, the chatbot returns a comparison of their number of publications, number of citations, h-index, as well as whether they share research topics. It also comments on which author performs better in each category. Conferences are instead compared according to their starting years, number of citations in the last five years, h-index, and the main research topics. Finally, organizations are compared according to their number of publications and citations in the last five years, h-index, and the main topics.

Figure 6 illustrates an example of the compare query. After the welcoming message, the user asks \texttt{\textasciitilde{compare ESWC to EKAW}}, which are the acronyms of two major conferences in the field of Semantic Web. The system recognizes the two conferences from the acronyms and asks for confirmation. Upon confirmation, the system replies by offering a comparison of the two conferences. The system also recognizes incomplete queries, such as \texttt{\textasciitilde{Compare IBM}}, and asks the user to provide a second organization for the comparison. When the second element is provided (e.g., \texttt{\textasciitilde{Hewlett-Packard}}), the system returns the results.

We implemented the compare query after performing the user study reported in Section VII with the aim of i) producing a concrete example of how to extend the chatbot with additional queries and ii) addressing the feedback of one of the users who requested this functionality. Hence, it is not covered in the evaluation. Section VIII presents the procedure we adopted for extending AIDA-Bot with the compare query, as an example for developers who want to add new query types to a conversational agent based on this architecture.

V. INTERACTION SCENARIOS
Three main scenarios can occur during the system interaction with the user. The first one is depicted in Figure 7. The user question is sent by the User Entity to the Chatbot...
Engine. For example, the user may ask: “Count the papers on machine learning.” The Chatbot Engine sends it to the Parser, via the Web Server with a Parser API request. The Parser analyses it and extracts all the parameters necessary for formulating a query. In the case of the question “Count the papers on machine learning,” the instance value is 'machine
learning’, the automatically recognised class is ‘Topic’, and the query-building parameters are the keyword count and the class papers. The Parser then returns to the Chatbot Engine a JSON containing all the parameters. Since in this case all the necessary parameters have been identified, the Chatbot Engine passes them to the Language logic module for generating a confirmation request to be sent to the user through the User Entity. For example, the chatbot may ask: ≪Do you want to know how many papers on machine learning topic are in AIDA?≫ When the user confirms that the interpretation is correct, the confirmation is transmitted by the User Entity to the Chatbot Engine, which sends to the Web Server a query API request. The latter then runs the query on the knowledge graphs (in this case AIDA KG) and sends the results to the Chatbot Engine as a JSON file. The results are then sent from the Chatbot Engine to the Language logic module to generate a natural language answer, which will be returned to the user through the User Entity.

In the second scenario, depicted in Figure 8, the flow is similar to the first one, except that the system fails to recognise the instance. This happens when the user question does not specify an instance value or when the relevant instance is not found in the knowledge graph. For instance, ≪count papers on quantum mechanics≫ would fall in this scenario, since AIDA, which mainly covers Computer Science, does not contain an entity named “quantum mechanics”. In this case, the Chatbot Engine that receives the JSON information in which this parameter is missing, forwards the received parameters to the Language logic module so that it prepares a request, in natural language, which will be sent to the user through the User Entity. For instance, ≪I am sorry, I didn’t understand. What is the name of the topic, conference, organization, or author whose papers I should count?≫ If a new and verifiable instance value is then entered by the user, it is transferred from the User Entity to the Chatbot Engine which will send to the Web Server a find API request. The Web Server will check the data with the AIDA module and will return the results to the Chatbot Engine. The latter will then perform a query API request to the Web Server and, as in the first scenario, will then return the results to the user in natural language.

In the third scenario (see Figure 9), the system fails to extract a query-building parameter from the user question. An example of a question missing query-building parameters is ≪list the top 5 papers on machine learning≫, where the user does not specify a query-building parameter of type
“order”, required by the list query. In this scenario, the Chatbot Engine will send the user, through the User Entity, a request in natural language, prepared by the Language logic module asking to specify the missing parameters. For instance, “Which sorting option do you prefer between: (1) citations and (2) citations in the last 5 years?” This time the user input is checked directly from the Chatbot Engine, which, as in the other scenarios, will perform a query API request to the Web Server, and will return the results to the user in natural language.

VI. THE USER ENTITIES

To demonstrate the versatility of this architecture, we implemented four different AIDA-Bot respectively using Alexa devices, web browsers, Telegram, and an NAO humanoid robot. In this section, we describe these prototypes in detail. We share the codebase of all our implementations to enable developers to easily re-implement and extend our architecture.

A. AMAZON ALEXA

We used the Alexa Skill Kit[^34] to develop an Amazon Alexa skill. We chose the custom model for our skill and the Alexa-hosted option to host our skill backend resources (e.g., the AWS Lambda function we have employed). The Alexa-hosted choice uses Node.js as technology to develop the backend. Note that the use of the developed skill is limited to the user account owner until the application is approved by Amazon. This means that to test our application the reader needs to download the skill and upload it using a developer account. The skill code can be freely downloaded[^35].

Alexa provides all the necessary technology for speech recognition (speech-to-text) as well as speech synthesis (text-to-speech). Therefore, the sentence spoken by the user is first speech-to-texted and the resulting text is used as input for our application. Alexa’s skill structure is divided into two different parts. The first one, called the Voice Interaction Model, includes utterances to define the different tasks (in Alexa known as intents). The parameters necessary for the execution of the intents are called slots. The second part, the AWS Lambda, contains all the necessary logic. The Voice Interaction Model and the AWS Lambda communicate through a JSON session containing the kind of intent (i.e. task) detected by the model, the values assigned to the slots, and the required results, once processed by the AWS Lambda. The AWS Lambda and the data server communicate through


[^35]: https://github.com/infovillasimius/aida.git
REST API calls. In the developed skill there are 9 intents (one for each developed query type and five Amazon default intents, like cancel, navigate home, and so on) and 7 slot types. Figure 10 shows the intent related to the count query previously mentioned. The sample utterances indicate three possible ways how this query can be enabled by natural language expressions spoken by the user. With the first option, count, the skill would enter in wizard mode and would ask single questions to the user to fill each slot of the intent. With the other two, count {query} and how many {query}, the user is allowed to formulate a complex question in natural language (starting with count or how many) to be parsed to identify the slots of the intent. If some of the slots cannot be filled (because not mentioned or not understood by the parser), the intent would enter in wizard mode and would ask the user ad-hoc queries for the slots that remain to be filled.

The developed skill can validate user inputs, limited to predetermined contents such as those with class C. We created custom slots, which do not allow dynamic control for content validation, and built-in slots (such as AMAZON.SearchQuery), which allow a user text to be validated using a more elaborated computation (e.g., the text is sent and checked against defined patterns, keywords, and values from the database). The Parser module, which resides on the data server, is responsible for this check and, as output, assigns the value of the slot (an instance in this case) to the correct class I. A video showing this user entity and how to install AIDA-Bot on Alexa is available here.

**B. THE WEB APPLICATION**

The web application is developed in Javascript and JQuery, offering similar functionality as the Alexa skill mentioned above. The browser provides voice support as long as is compatible with the Web Speech API (e.g., Google Chrome). The session variables are kept in the browser memory and no data is permanently stored on the client’s PC or smartphone. User requests are transmitted to the Data Server using REST API calls, as shown for the Alexa implementation. The difference with respect to the Alexa case is that the language logic and the Chatbot Engine (performed by the voice interaction model and the AWS Lambda) run through Javascript on the browser. Besides, the necessary technology, the Asynchronous Speech Recognition and Text-to-Speech

---

36How to import and test AidaBot Alexa Skill - https://youtu.be/7ANn_u-zXIQ
components are provided by the Web Speech API. The user is invited to play with the online demo which is available at https://w3id.org/aida/bot. The source code we developed can be freely downloaded.

C. THE TELEGRAM APPLICATION
AIDA-Bot on Telegram is based on Python and its Chatbot Module runs on the Data server. The Chatbot Engine module through the Telegram API looks for incoming messages. When new messages arrive, the system processes them in order of arrival, and replies to them. Currently, the system can only process text messages. In future work, we plan to also include speech recognition modules. The Language logic module performs the same tasks as the implementations of the other user entities. The main difference with the implementation on the browser is that the session data are necessarily stored on the server side and are associated with the unique ID of the Telegram chat to which they refer. AIDA-Bot for Telegram is accessible from https://t.me/AidaChatBot. Figure 11 shows an example of an interaction between the Telegram bot and the user. In this example, the user is performing a count query asking how many papers there are with topic machine learning. The source code of the application can be freely downloaded from a public repository.

D. THE HUMANOID ROBOT
In this section, we will first introduce the humanoid robot we have used as an additional user entity to interact with AIDA-Bot. Then, we will describe the human-robot interaction more in detail.

1) THE NAO ROBOT
The NAO robot is controlled by the NAOqi OS, a specialized Linux-based operating system that has access to a wide set of tools and sensors to control the robot and interact with the users. NAO can be programmed and accessed by the Choregraphe suite. Choregraphe is a platform for creating dialogues, behaviors, and animations, which can be tested directly on a real robot, or a simulated one. Within Choregraphe is also possible to easily create applications, that can include dialogs, services, and advanced behaviors using the graphical interface and without the need for coding. Moreover, advanced users can use Python and its libraries to extend the basic functionalities for more sophisticated human-robot interactions.

38https://github.com/infovillasimius/aidaBot
39https://github.com/infovillasimius/AidaTelegramBot
40https://www.softbankrobotics.com/emea/en/nao
2) THE DEVELOPED HUMAN-ROBOT INTERACTION
The human-robot interaction has been developed using the Choregraphe suite, extending the basic functionalities in Python language. In particular, we have developed different behaviours of the robot when interacting with the user according to the defined system architecture shown in Figure 1. The human-robot interaction we developed is shown in the application logic diagram depicted within Figure 12. Its flow starts with the Set Language box on the top left corner used to select English as the robot’s main language for speaking and for speech recognition. Right after, there is the Init box. It indicates that the robot moves to the init position, that is, it stands up from a rest position and welcomes the user. Under the hood, it sends an activation signal to the AIDA-Bot box, which enables the boxes responsible to make the robot to pronounce the welcome message and execute the related animation. At the end of the welcome animation, the robot is ready to process inputs thanks to the voice recognition module contained in the Dialog box. The task of this module is simply to forward the input text to the AIDA-bot box and send a stop signal to the Nao bored box. Each time the user says something, this box performs a speech-to-text conversion and sends the resulting text to the Chatbot module of Figure 1, contained in the AIDA-Bot box. As already shown in Section III, the Chatbot Engine and the Language Logic module will generate the appropriate answers to the user question by connecting, when needed, to the data server similarly as with the other user entities. Once the response is generated from the AIDA-Bot box, this is sent to Say_Text box which enables the robot to speak and say the response to the user. At the same time, a message is also sent to the Motion box, which chooses the correct animation for the robot to perform. There are eleven possible groups of animations which depend on the type of answer that the robot will have to give the user. For example, if the robot needs to ask a question to the user, it will gesticulate accordingly; if the robot says a statement it will perform a firm animation. If the robot’s response includes a list of options from which the user must choose, it will use some sort of pointing animation. Each group contains a set of animations of the same kind. Once a group has been identified depending on the type of response to return to the user, the robot keeps performing random animations from the selected group until it ends to say the response to the user. To avoid overlaps between commands and movements, the Dialog box will be active only at the end of the animation cycle. When the robot finishes performing the animation associated with a specific answer, the flow goes to the Stand box and then to the Dialog box. Otherwise, if the user has not said anything else and the robot is thus ignored for a certain period, the NAO bored box takes control and performs one more animation of NAO representing a boring state. The goal is to randomly perform funny animations, showing that the robot gets bored if it is not interacting, with the aim of attracting the user’s attention to hopefully resume the conversation. Two groups of animations are not contained in the Motion box and are run only once and at specific moments. The Welcome box animation is performed when the application starts whereas the Goodbye box animation is run when the user exits the application saying quit or goodbye. The Goodbye box animation is connected to the Crouch box, which puts NAO in a crouched position and stops the application. A video showing the interaction between a user and a simulated NAO and how the flow of the described human-robot interaction is executed can be watched at https://youtu.be/ARS7RLggQwA. One more video showing the interaction between the user and the real robot can be watched at https://youtu.be/sZl1bw2-l2A. To make the system reproducible, the entire Choregraphe project and its related source code can be freely downloaded.42

VII. EVALUATION
In this section, we describe the user study we carried out for evaluating the usability of the AIDA-bot and its effectiveness in supporting users. Given that the four developed user entities (Amazon Alexa, Web Application, Telegram Application, and Humanoid Robot) share the same architecture, we decided to perform the user study on the Web Application, since it is the most accessible platform for all the users.

42https://github.com/infovillasimius/NaoAidaBot
A. USER STUDY

We conducted a user study on AIDA-Bot to assess the usability of the user interface as well as the quality and usefulness of the answers. In analogy with the purpose of the validation datasets of deep learning models, before showing the system to the annotators to collect their feedback, we showed the system to a single user. The idea was to fix simple errors/bugs in the system and to smooth the annotating process as much as we could using just one user as a validator. After that, we organized individual sessions with 15 researchers (different from the one chosen before) with expertise in Computer Science.

In each session, we first presented AIDA-Bot describing its functionalities for about 15 minutes. We then assigned the annotators the task of analyzing at least an author, an organization, and a conference within their research area to assess the quality of the resulting answers. After the hands-on session, the researchers filled out a four-section survey about the overall experience. The first section assessed the researchers’ user background and expertise. The second section was a standard questionnaire on System Usability Scale (SUS) for assessing the usability of AIDA-Bot. The third section allowed the user to rate the quality of the answers for the chosen author, organization, and conference as well as for three types of queries (list, count, describe) on a Likert scale (from 1 to 5). As discussed in Section IV-D, the compare query was implemented only after this user study, hence it is not covered here.

The fourth and final section contained seven open questions about the strengths and the weaknesses of AIDA-Bot. The questions and the detailed results of the questionnaire are freely available at https://w3id.org/aida/downloads/AIDA-Bot-Chat-Evaluation.xlsx.

In the following sections, we will discuss the results more in detail.

1) USER BACKGROUND

The fifteen users were researchers in Computer Science at The Open University (UK), the University of Cagliari (IT), the National Council of Research (IT), the European Commission, Joint Research Centre (IT), the Sorbonne Paris North University (FR), and the Institute for Applied Informatics (DE). On average, they had 7.5 years of experience as a researcher. Four of them had at least 10 years of experience. Five of them had also experience in organising conferences, workshops, special issues, and similar events. Their areas of expertise included Artificial Intelligence, Natural Language Processing, Digital Libraries, Semantic Web, Open Science, Digital Libraries, Blockchain, Robotics, Information Retrieval, Human-Computer Interaction, Computer Vision, Data Privacy, Sentiment Analysis, Knowledge Graphs, Data Engineering, and Symbolic and sub-symbolic AI.
FIGURE 14. SUS questionnaire results for even questions. The lower the score the better the system.

2) SUS QUESTIONNAIRE
The SUS questionnaire\textsuperscript{43} provided excellent results, scoring 83.2/100, which is equivalent to an A grade, placing the AIDA-Bot in the 95 percentile rank.\textsuperscript{44}

Figures 13 and 14 show the score distribution of the users. Specifically, Figure 13 focuses on the odd questions (the positive ones, which should obtain a high score), while Figure 14 focuses on the even ones (the negative ones, which should obtain a low score). The users considered AIDA-Bot easy to use (with an average score of 4.47 ± 0.62\textsuperscript{45}) and believed that its functions were well-integrated (3.87 ± 0.62). They claimed that it was not too complex to use (1.47 ± 0.72) and that they would not need any help to use it in the future (1.27 ± 0.44). In addition, the SUS results also reported that most of the users felt very confident when using AIDA-Bot (4.07 ± 0.68) and would be happy to use it frequently (3.60 ± 0.88).

\textsuperscript{43}SUS Questionnaire Questions: https://www.usability.gov/how-to-and-tools/methods/system-usability-scale.html
\textsuperscript{44}Interpreting a SUS score - https://measuringu.com/interpret-sus-score/
\textsuperscript{45}With the notation $X \pm Y$ we specify that $X$ is the average score and $Y$ the standard deviation.

3) QUALITY ASSESSMENT
The users were asked to rate several facets of AIDA-Bot on a Likert scale (1-5) and could also leave an additional comment.

They considered the quality of the interface to be particularly good (with an average score of 4.00 ± 0.73).

They also suggested some additional features, such as 1) supporting also visual analytics to better highlight the main elements of the responses, 2) clarifying better when the execution failed (e.g., any server error or the interaction failed due to problems with the structure of the question), 3) improving entity disambiguation, and 4) providing links to relevant web pages to convey additional information.

Table 2 reports the user ratings regarding the three main queries and the three main entities analyzed in the evaluation. The three queries, count, list, and describe, received an average score of, respectively, 4.30 ± 0.60, 4.57 ± 0.62, and 4.50 ± 0.62. The users suggested including additional details that are missing from the chatbot default answers, such as the year of publication when listing articles.

They also suggested referencing additional external sources (e.g., Google Scholar) when describing entities (e.g., authors).

The users considered the information regarding authors, conferences, and organizations as quite accurate, with an average score of respectively 4.10 ± 0.85, 4.50 ± 0.62, and 4.40 ± 0.61. The lower score regarding authors seems to be mainly due to the fact that AIDA does not always correctly disambiguate researchers, resulting in multiple versions of the same individual.

Therefore, analytics on authors are typically less accurate.

4) OPEN QUESTIONS
We devote this section to summarising the answers to the open questions of the questionnaire.

Q1. What are the main strengths of AIDA-Bot? Ten researchers pointed out that the main strengths of AIDA-Bot are its simplicity and usability. Two of them appreciated the capacity to easily summarise information about an entity, which typically can only be obtained by performing multiple queries on much more complex systems. Two other researchers mentioned that AIDA-Bot is very innovative, since, to the best of their knowledge, this is the first chatbot in this domain. Three of them appreciated its velocity and responsiveness.

Q2. What are the main weaknesses of AIDA-Bot? Six researchers suggested that they would want the ability to perform more complex queries, in particular by combining multiple filters. Four others would like to have more types of items to query to better investigate the domain. Other three researchers mentioned that the chatbot does not remember the context given by previous questions. They suggest that it would be useful to allow the users to further elaborate on previous questions, for example by adding filters or requesting a more comprehensive answer. Three of them...
complained that the requests must necessarily have the required structure otherwise the system does not understand them. One researcher criticised the interaction with the chatbot as not very natural.

Q3. Can you think of any additional features to be included in AIDA-Bot? The researchers suggested: 1) adding more information about conferences (e.g., deadlines, venue for the year, rank), 2) synchronizing the results with personal devices (e.g., sending results via email or downloading results as CSV files), 3) linking the returned information to other databases or sources, 4) allowing to perform complex queries by combining the existing ones, and 5) adding a type of query to determine the dominant topic of a venue in a period (e.g., “What is the dominant topic of this year in Artificial Intelligence conferences?”), 6) the ability to combine multiple filters (e.g., listing all papers of a researcher in a given journal), 7) improving the natural language understanding, allowing users to ask questions in different ways, 8) adding more details and metrics about entities when answering to the describe query, and 9) automatically recommend new questions to keep the user engaged (e.g., after discussing the AAAI conference, asking if the user wants to know more about other conferences in Artificial Intelligence).

Q4. Can you think of any additional types of queries (other than count, list, and describe) for AIDA-Bot? A few users suggested the ability to filter each question by time period, e.g., asking for the top paper in Machine Learning between 2010 and 2020. One user suggested the ability to apply more filters in a single query, e.g., “List the top articles about Robotics at the International Semantic Web Conference”. Another one asked to be able to compare venues and authors based on various ranks. One requested the ability to query also about academic awards, (e.g., best authors, best reviewer awards). Another user suggested supporting additional types of queries, such as <<finding similar organisations>>, or <<finding related papers>>. The same user suggested also producing a visual representation of the discussed metrics (e.g., charts of citations in time) whenever the version of the chatbot allows for it (e.g., Telegram).

Q5. What would you add to increase the accuracy/comprehensiveness of the information returned by AIDA-Bot? Two researchers suggested improving the entity disambiguation systems, in particular for authors and organizations. Two researchers suggested developing a more complex GUI able to complement AIDA-Bot answers with additional visual aids (e.g., analytics, charts, scrollable lists). Four researchers suggested that the chatbot should be able to query multiple data sources and clarify the source of each piece of information. One researcher suggested leveraging state-of-the-art NLP techniques to support a larger number of user questions. Another one suggested including auto-completion when prompting organizations or topics, as this may improve the identification of these entities.

VIII. EXTENDING AIDA-BOT WITH A NEW QUERY TYPE

Thanks to the flexibility and modularity of the proposed architecture, adding new types of queries to the developed AIDA-Bot is straightforward. We must distinguish two scenarios for extending a conversational agent with a new query:

- If the system can reuse a previously defined REST API function for obtaining the required information from the knowledge graph, developers need only to update the communication and language management modules.
- Otherwise, developers need to also implement a new REST API function (and possibly update the knowledge graph with relevant new data).

In order to illustrate a concrete example, we discuss here the implementation of the query compare, which we introduced after it was suggested by a user in the evaluation (Section VII-A4). Compare, detailed in Sections IV-D, allows users to compare authors, conferences, and organizations. Since the relevant information can be easily obtained through the same REST API function used for the describe query, we are in the first case.

Therefore, the following items were added to the specified modules:

- **Chatbot Module - Chatbot Engine.** We added the keywords to identify the new query in the keyword control section. We also added a check for verifying the correctness of the user input and for the wizard to be activated in the event of errors or incomplete input from the user. For instance, if the two entities are not of the same type, the chatbot explains the issue to the user and asks them to correct the question.
- **Chatbot Module - Language logic.** We implemented 12 templates for handling questions and answers related to the new query (first entity request, second entity request, confirmation request, answers for too generic input for the first and second entities, answers for no results found for the first or the second entity, answer when the two entities are of different types, answer when the two entities correspond to the same instance, answer returning the comparison for entities of type author, conference, or organization). We also implemented a new function that compares the metrics of the two entities (e.g., number of papers, h-index) and provides relevant comments (e.g., “Yoshua Bengio has 340 more publications than Yann Lecun (608 vs 268”).

IX. CONCLUSION

In this work, we have introduced a new flexible approach for integrating conversational agents with knowledge graphs in the scholarly domain. On top of it, we developed AIDA-Bot, a prototype that leverages the Academia/Industry DynAmics (AIDA) Knowledge Graph for answering queries about research topics, research publications, authors, institutions, and publication venues. AIDA-Bot is to the best of our knowledge the first conversational agent of this kind.
This chatbot has been implemented in four different user entities: browsers, Alexa devices, Telegram clients, and a humanoid robot. Each of them allows the user to interact with the conversational agent which sends back to the user what has been asked. If needed, it asks the user to provide missing parameters according to a Natural Language Processing engine that translates the user questions in natural language into structured queries for the knowledge graph. Each of the prototypes is either publicly accessible or shown in a video. We also share the codebase of all the implementations to enable developers to reimplement and extend our architecture. Finally, a user study involving 15 computer scientists showed that the proposed solution is very usable and produces high-quality information.

We intend to sustain the project and extend its capabilities so that it may become a complete virtual assistant within the scholarly domain. More in detail, we would like to keep improving each of the four user entities. The three virtual implementations (i.e., browser, Telegram, Alexa) can be used by any researcher with Internet access. The user entity developed on top of a humanoid robot will be improved and brought to exhibitions and scientific conferences to let everyone interact with the robot and provide further feedback for our system. The reader notices that our architecture is general and can be applied in different other domains. As depicted in the schema of Figure 1, we would just need to load in the Data server a knowledge base from any domain and define the query in the Chatbot Module compliant to the data (as discussed in Section VIII). Last but not least, with the recent widespread of transformers, we obtained a very powerful technology to solve different tasks revolving within the domain of natural language processing, including question answering [75], [76]. However, they cannot scale to non-trivial databases nor answer set-based and aggregation queries. Based on these insights, our future direction will be to investigate how to best incorporate transformers in the proposed architecture and use them to answer complex queries on large-scale data.
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